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ALTERNATING-CURRENTPLANEVECTORPOTENTI-
OMETERMEASUREMENTSAT TELEPHONIC

FREQUENCIES.

By A. E. KENNELLYand EDY VELANDER.

(Read April 26, 1919-)

History of the Apparatus.

The measurements presented in this paper have been made in the

electrical engineering laboratories of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, with a new form of a.-c. planevector potentiometer,

giving its potential readings in rectangular coordinates. This in-

trument lends itself readily to the measurement of vector potential

differences up to frequencies of at least 2,000-—'. The principle of

the potentiometer is the same as that described by Professor Larsen 1

in 1910; but the present form of the instrument has been worked

out in the M. I. T. laboratories, mainly through the thesis studies of

Mr. A. E. Hanson. 2

The essential connections of the instrument and its method of

application are outlined in Fig. 1. The anti-inductive resistance ab

is connected in series with the primary winding be, of a toroidal non-

ferric induction coil included in the main potentiometer circuit P.

The secondary winding bd, of the induction coil, is connected at b

with the junction of the primary coil and the resistance. The sec-

ondary winding of the induction coil, and the resistance ab, are both

provided with suitable taps, which are brought out to dials, for ad-

justment of the potential connections at k and /. When a sinusoidal

alternating current I p r.m.s. amperes Z , from the oscillator source

0, at a suitable impressed frequency, passes through the potentiom-

eter circuit, the alternating p.d. between the taps k and / will be

Ep=I p (R + jX), r.m.s. volts Z (1)

where R is the resistance included between k and b in ohms, while

1 Bibliography o.

2 Bibliography 13.
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98 KENNELLYANDVELANDER—POTENTIOMETER

jX = jM<a is the mutual reactance included between / and b. M
denotes the mutual inductance between the primary winding and the

part bl of the secondary, and w= 2wf, is the angular velocity (in

Fig. i. Simplified diagram of connections, showing the rectangular poten-

tiometer P arranged for exploration of the potential distribution over the

working circuit W.

radians per second) of the impressed frequency f, in cycles per

second.

The oscillator also supplies current to an associated working cir-

cuit W, containing the apparatus in which the distribution of plane-

vector 3 a-c. potential is to be explored. A tuned vibration gal-

vanometer, VG, enables a potential balance to be obtained between

a selected pair of terminals on the working circuit, and the adjust-

able taps on the potentiometer circuit, so as to secure the relation

Ujlb = I p (R + JX), r.m.s. volts Z (2)

whereby the p.d. at the terminals, say A and B, can be evaluated in

terms of the calibrated constants R and X of the instrument, and

the measured potentiometer current I p , taken at standard phase. If,

however, another p.d., say UBC, for instance, across a standard re-

3 A planevector may be defined as a geometrically directed complex
quantity in a plane of reference, and subject to the laws of complex arith-

metic, as distinguished from a vector which is subject to the laws of vector

arithmetic. In this paper the term "vector" is used as an abbreviation of
" planevector."
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sistance r ohms, as indicated at BC, in Fig. i, is measured imme-

diately after UAB , we have

UBC= Ip(Ro + ]' x o), r.m.s. volts Z (3)

Then

UAB R+ jX
UBC Ro+JXo

numeric Z (4)

In this way, the relative numerical values of the p.d.'s on different

parts of the working circuit can be evaluated, preferably in terms of

the p.d. on a standard resistance, without requiring a measurement

of the potentiometer current I p .

As thus far described, the instrument can only measure vector

p.d.'s confined to a single quadrant. By means of reversing switches,

however, on X and on the entire potentiometer, all four quadrants

in the voltage complex plane can be explored.

A more detailed description of the instrument, and of its mode

of operation, technique and limitations, appears in a paper by the

writers published 4 elsewhere ; so that only a brief outline of this part

of the subject will here be necessary, in order to present more fully

in this paper some of the results which have been secured with the

instrument, at telephonic frequencies, in the laboratory.

Simple Series Circuit of Resistance, Inductance and Capaci-

tance, at Constant Frequency and Varied Capacitance.

In Fig. 2 the connections are shown of a simple working circuit

containing an inductance L of 0.8106 henry, a total resistance R of

3183 ohms, and an adjustable condenser C. Such a circuit may

briefly be described as a RLC circuit. The connections pp' to the

potentiometer are also indicated. The inductance L was very loosely

coupled with the Vreeland oscillator Osc, and the oscillator fre-

quency was maintained at 5°°'~~ /
-

With the condenser C shorted; i.e., made infinite, the poten-

tiometer reading on 100 ohms in r was the vector OA, as obtained

from rectangular coordinates in R and —jX, viz. —22.5 —/176 mil-

livolts. This is indicated as a vector of 179.4 millivolts, at a slope

4 Bibliography 14.
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of —97 . 2 with respect to the reference axis OR, which coincides

with the phase of the current I p in the potentiometer circuit.

•P*

Fig. 2. Current locus, under constant impressed e.m.f. of 500-—', of a

simple circuit containing inductance, resistance, and capacitance, the latter

being varied from 0.03 m/. to 00.

As the capacitance in the condenser C was reduced, the vector

voltages at the terminals pp' advanced along the locus APBDO,
which is seen to be a circle passing through the origin of coordi-

nates R and jX.

It is easy to demonstrate that a circular locus must apply to the

current and therefore to the potential difference at pp'. The im-
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pedance in the working circuit of Fig. 2 is

ohms Z (5)

If we keep r, L and w constant, but vary C, the impedance will ad-

vance vectorially along a straight line parallel to the / axis, or react-

ance axis. This is shown in Fig. 3, where distances along the hori-

zontal real axis represent values of resistance R; while distances

along the / axis represent values of reactance. As the value of C

-j £.000

-^H*»*

-P6000

-8000

3/83 J

J
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€o«oahn

Fig. 3. Planevector impedance locus of a simple RLC circuit in which the

capacitance is varied.

was changed from infinity to 0.03 X io~ 6 farad, the vector value of

impedance moves along the straight line abd e. The impedance Z
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therefore pursues a straight-line locus. The current in the work-

ing circuit will be

\E W\X(?
I w = jz amperes Z (6)

where \E W\
is the constant size of the induced e.m.f. in that circuit,

and /}° is the angle of lag of that e.m.f. behind the current in the

potentiometer circuit, considered as of reference phase. This cir-

cuit happened, in this case, to be strongly condensive, owing to the

adjustment of the condenser C in Fig. i. The angle of lag /? is the

angle DOP in Fig. 2. In equation (6) the vector impedance Z
appears as a reciprocal, or in the denominator. It is well known

that the reciprocal of any vector straight-line locus is a circular

locus passing through the origin. The diameter of the circle through

the origin is also the reciprocal of the perpendicular distance from

the impedance origin to the impedance locus. Consequently, in

Fig. 2, with \E W\ =7.273 volts, the diameter OP, expressed in am-

peres, will be 7.273X1/3181=0.002285 ampere, or 2.285 rnilli-

amperes, lagging /8° behind the phase of the potentiometer current

OR. The measured p.d. across 100 ohms in the resistance R will

be 0.2285 v °lt> a l so Egging P°-

In reducing the capacitance of C from infinity to zero, the cir-

cular locus of potential across pp' has nearly covered three quarters

of its entire circle. It is evident from a consideration of Fig. 3, that

if, with the condenser shorted, additional inductance could have been

inserted in the circuit, while retaining all other conditions constant,

the remainder AO of the circular locus might also have been

traversed.

The use of the new potentiometer thus enables this circular

potential and current locus, at telephonic frequency, to be demon=

strated observationally, instead of remaining on a purely abstract

mathematical basis.

Simple RLC Circuit of Sharper Resonance.

Another example of varying the series capacitance in a simple

a.-c. circuit, but at a frequency of 2010-—', is given in Fig. 4. Here

almost the entire circular locus of potential and current is covered
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by the observations, which, shown as round dots, lie close to the

circle OABD, except for an accidental wide unobserved gap between

0.019 and 0.022 microfarad. In this case, the resistance of the cir-

cuit was 250 ohms, and this relatively small resistance involves a

relatively large change in the vector impedance near resonance, com-

Fig. 4. Current-locus for conditions similar to those of Fig. 2, but ap-

plying to a circuit of smaller resistance, and to an impressed frequency

of 2010—'.

puted at 0.0214 microfarad, with a small change of capacitance. It

may be noted that in this case a change of 250 ohms in the condenser

reactance changes the vector current, from resonance, through 45

difference of phase, or over a quarter of the circular locus. As the

resistance R in the circuit is reduced, a correspondingly smaller

change in reactance, from the resonant point, will produce this 45

change in the vector current. An a.-c. potentiometer can thus

serve to measure a small capacitance with precision, by observing
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the vector change of current thereby produced in a sharply tuned

resonant circuit of low resistance, when the condenser is inserted or

removed. Other applications of the same principle will suggest

themselves.

Simple RLC Circuit with Variations Made First in R Alone,

ANDTHEN IN C ALONE.

An example of a simple RLC circuit, with successive variations

in resistance and capacitance, is presented in Fig. 5. Here the total

resistance in the circuit could be given different assigned values be-

tween 52 and 802 ohms. The capacitance could also be varied be-

tween infinity and 0.20 microfarad. The p.d.'s were measured

across taps pp', Figs. 2 or 4, and the current strengths determined

therefrom. The constant inductance in the circuit was 0.1 henry.

The frequency was 1006^ throughout. This produces resonance in

the circuit at (7 = 0.25 microfarad.

If we plot the impedance of a RLC circuit, like that of Fig. 4, at

any constant frequency, we obtain an impedance diagram of the

type represented in Fig. 6. If we maintain constant resistance in

the circuit, such as r 4 = 402 ohms, and vary only the capacitance,

the impedance locus will lie along the straight line AB. Such a

variation of impedance, substituted in equation (6), will, as we have

already seen, give rise to a circular current locus, the diameter of

the circle coinciding with the vector E of impressed e.m.f. If,

however, we keep the reactance constant, at some value such as

x± = j 316.2 ohms, Fig. 6, and vary the resistance, the vector im-

pedance will move over the straight-line locus DE. This vector

impedance, inserted in (6), will also give rise to a circular locus;

but the diameter of this circle will be in quadrature with the vector

of impressed e.m.f. In the particular case of resonance, where the

reactance is kept at zero, and the resistance is varied, the current

locus will be a circle of infinite radius ; i.e., a straight line, coincid-

ing with the vector of impressed e.m.f. These results are brought

out experimentally in Fig. 5. It will be observed that with a capaci-

tance of 0.25 microfarad, the locus coincides with the straight line

OR. The vector impressed e.m.f. was so adjusted, by preliminary

tuning of the potentiometer circuit, as to coincide with this line.
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All of the circles of constant resistance have their centers on the

line OR, or axis of reals.

r-mdft-

l mOt.
nit)
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sion from Fig. 5, and shows the vector loci of impedance in the

circuit, the full lines being computed. The small circles indicate

the experimentally deduced results.
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4-/13.6= 14.07 Z75°.2 milliamperes, at 525^, -Fig. yb. As the

capacitance in the condenser c, Fig. ya, is increased from o to in-

finity, the current locus goes over the circular path mlpk, Fig. yb.

fOohm

B
0$c. 7?t > 7

ITfi ft?

= C

Fig. 7a. Circuit of inductance, resistance, and capacitance, where one part of

the inductance is bridged by a variable condenser c.

Fig. 7b. Locus for the main current in the circuit of Fig. 7a, the con-

denser c being varied from o to 00, and the impressed e.m.f. being maintained

constant, at 525 r->.

The phase of the e.m.f. induced in the coil L, Fig. ya, is represented

by the vector Ok, Fig. yb.
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The circular graph of Fig. yb is a current locus to ORas stand-

ard current phase. The same graph may, however, be regarded as
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impedance is CW= 464.7 v74°- 25- At c = o, the vector impe-

dance is OL= 266.2 ^- 55°.6 ohms. The angle mol in Fig. yb is

the same (19 ) as the angle MOLin Fig. 8. As c is increased from

c = o to c=oo, the vector impedance pursues the wide circle

LPGM.

Fig. 8. Locus diagram obtained by inversion from Fig. yb, and showing the

variation of total main-circuit impedance of the main-circuit of Fig. 70.

The explanations for these interesting circular graphs of Figs.

yb and 8, appear step by step in Fig. 9. Fig. 9a shows the vector

admittance of the Ic combination in Fig. ja, as taken between the

points qq' in the main circuit. 01, Fig. ga, is the fixed admittance

of the coil /, Fig. ja, at the constant impressed frequency of 525^

;

namely 0.4656 —/4-343 = 4.369 \ 83°. 53' millimho. The admit-

tance of the condenser c will be jew. The vector sum of 01 and jc<a

will evidently lie on the straight line Im, as c varies from o to 00.

The corresponding impedance of the Ic combination, between points

qq' in the main circuit, Fig. "ja, will be the vector reciprocal of the

straight line locus Im, Fig. ga, and must therefore be a circle, as has
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been already pointed out. The impedance of the combination will

vary over the circle LUSM, Fig. gb, from OL with c = o to OM= o

with c=>oo. The diametral maximum impedance OR or 2147

Fig. ga. Vector admit-

tance of / and c in par-

allel as c is varied from

zero to infinity.

Fig. gb. Vector impedance of / and c in par-

allel as c is varied from zero to infinity. Vector

inversion of Fig. ga.

ohms, occurs at the value of c (1.317/t/) at which Ou, Fig. ga, is

horizontal, and at which value the vector admittance in ga has mini-

mumsize. At this value of c, the admittance of the Ic combination

is a minimum, its impedance a maximum, and the p.d. at terminals

qq' in phase with the main current. This condition occurs when

the susceptance of the condenser ;Vo> is equal and opposite to the

susceptance of the coil. Thus

y=
r-jh) lui

Jr+jlo r 2 +lW r 2 +lW J
r 2 +l

= g—jb mhos Z (8)
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so that

Xi lo) I

b —
I o I

—
2 , 70 o

—
2 mhos, (q)

W+.T"

Consequently, at minimum admittance and maximum impedance,

cu =
j

mhos (io)

or

I

c = j farads, (n)

** + ?

It may be noted that the condition of maximum-impedance in the

Ic combination, and which has been denned as " parallel resonance,"

corresponding to zero total susceptance, differs from the condition

of simple series resonance within the Ic circuit, which occurs when

the total reactance is zero, or when

ceo = j- mhos. (12)

This condition is found in the diagram, Fig. ga, at the total vector

admittance os, when the capacitance in c is 1.332 /a/. This occurs

when the angle sol, Fig. 9, is 90 , or when the angle uso is equal to

the angle uol of the coil's admittance. The angle sou is 6° .7', the

complement of uol.

In Fig. gb, the impedance OSof the Ic combination is that which

is presented at series resonance. It has the value 2135 \ 6°./

ohms. The angle SOU is the same as the angle sou. At the ca-

pacitance c= 1.317 /if., the p.d. at qq', on the Ic combination, will

be in phase with the main current.

If we increase the impedances of Fig. gb by the fixed impedance

in the remainder of the circuit, Fig. ja, we obtain the total circuit

impedance as shown in Fig. gc, where OM' is the vector impedance

126 —/447.3 = 464.7 \ 74°.i6'. If we add to this fixed impedance,

OM', the vector circle LUS of Fig. 9b, we obtain the resultant vec-
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tor locus M'K'H'U'Q' of Fig. gc. As the capacitance in c varies

from o to oo, the impedance in the main circuit varies from OL'Ao
OM', around the circular arc H'Q'.

The vector OP' = 206.7 \ 20°.26'49" ohms, is the point of ap-

parent resonance or minimum impedance in the main circuit; i.e.,

maximum main current, as the result of adjusting condenser c. It

is not a true resonant point, since there is neither cophase, zero re-

sistance, zero susceptance nor equality of undamped frequencies.

The vectors OK' and OH' are two cophase vectors, at each of

which the current in the main circuit is in phase with the main im-

pressed e.m.f. In general, there will be either two such cophase

points, or none. A single cophase point may, however, present

itself as an intermediate case. Such cophase points are, in general,

not to be classed as resonance points.

The vector points, U' and S', corresponding to U and 5 in Fig.

gb, and also to u and ^ in Fig. ga, are only of secondary signification

in relation to the main-circuit impedance. That is to say, although

they correspond to local-circuit resonances in Ic, they do not, in

general, represent main circuit resonances.

Fig. gc. Total impedance of circuit includ-

ing / and c in parallel, as obtained from the

vector addition of OMto the locus of Fig. gb.

Fig. gd. Total admittance of circuit

as obtained by inversion from Fig. gc.
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Finally, the vector OQ' represents the maximum impedance of

2357 "\ 20°.26'49" ohms. It is in cophase with the vector OP of

apparent resonance.

If we invert the impedance graph L'P'H'Q' with respect to the

origin O, by plotting reciprocals of the corresponding vectors, we

obtain the total admittance graph of Fig. gd. This pursues the cir-

cular locus Ipkhm, as c varies from o to oo. This may also be re-

garded as a main current graph to a suitable scale of amperes, with

the voltage at reference phase OG. The vector admittance and cur-

rent will have a maximum at Op, the point of apparent resonance,

cophase points at k and h, minimum at q and local internal reso-

nances of the Ic loop at u and s.

Fig. yb shows the circular locus observations in the main current

corresponding to Fig. gd; while Fig. 8, deduced from yb, corre-

sponds to Fig. gc. It is therefore brought out experimentally, with

the new potentiometer, what has perhaps hitherto been known only

in abstract theory, that the variation of pure reactance in a branch

circuit gives rise to circular-locus current variations in the main

circuit.

The experimental case, presented in Fig. y, corresponds to that

of a radio receiving system, in which L and C correspond to the

antenna path to ground. The loop circuit Ic then corresponds to

an oscillation circuit conductively connected with the antenna, c

being tuned to bring about maximum antenna current.

Composition and Resolution of Vector Circular Loci.

The vector loci of current in the fixed inductance / and the con-

denser c, as the latter is adjusted from zero to infinity, are presented

in Fig. yc. These take the form of circles marked respectively h
and I c . The vector sum, I m, or main current in the circuit LC of

Fig. ya, is reproduced from Fig. yb to e.m.f. standard phase. It

may be noted that in these three circles the maximum or diametral

values of current strength occur at different condenser settings. I m

has its maximum near c = o.5;u.f., Ii near o.y fit., and I c near 0.9 /xi.

It has already been shown that the circular variation of impe-

dance in the condenser, by reason of its adjustment, gives rise to a

PROC. AMER. PHIL. SOC, VOL. LVIII, H, JULY 22, I9I9.
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current of circular locus in the main circuit. The p.d. at the termi-

nals qq' must also have a circular locus, as it consists of the vector

difference between the constant impressed e.m.f. E, and a vector

drop of circular locus due to a circular-locus current in the constant

impedance of L and C. Consequently, the fixed branch / must re-

ceive a current of circular locus. The current in the variable con-

denser branch must also have a circular locus, as will be seen from

the following relations. The main current / is

E
I = — — amperes Z (13)

g+jcu

E{g +jcco)
== TTTtTTV amperes Z (14)

(1 +Zg) +jZco> r*. v

where g is the fixed admittance of the coil / or i/(r-\- jluy) in mhos

Z , and Z is the fixed impedance, in ohms Z , of the main LC circuit,

outside of the Ic combination.

This main current / has already been shown to have a circular

locus, in reference to Fig. 9, and the conclusion is confirmed alge-

braically from (14), by Mobius' theorem, as will be further dis-

cussed in the appendix.

The branch current in the condenser I c is

Ic = I
I+^*

=
(i+Z g)+jZc«=

7 .i+Zg
amperesZ (I 5)

Z—j
Ceo

In its last form, the expression for I c indicates the inversion of a

straight line, which shows that I c has a circular locus, passing

through the origin. The branch current in the fixed inductance / is

J-
1

—J-
—

r~^~
=

7
—

1 r, \ r, amperes Z (16)g+jca (i +Zg) +jZcw H v J

also evidently a circular locus when c varies.

Consequently, by analysis based on purely electrical relations,

the vector circular locus I m is resolved into a pair of component

vector circular loci h and I c , such that at any assigned value of the
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capacitance c, the vector sum of h and I c , corresponding thereto, is

equal to the value of I m then existing. Moreover, the vector sum

of OOcand 00 i, which are respectively the vectors from the origin

to the centers of the branch current circles, is equal to OOm, the

vector to the center of the main current circle.

This process of splitting a main current vector circular locus into

branch current circular loci can be indefinitely extended, by sub-

dividing the admittance of any one branch into any desired number

of equivalent branch admittances. Thus, by following the known

electrical rules of splitting admittances, a vector circular locus, fol-

lowed by the main current, can be resolved into any desired number

of component vector circular loci.

Conversely, when a number of branch circuits, forming divisions

of a main circuit containing a steady e.m.f ., connect a pair of termi-

nals, and one of them has its impedance varied circularly, the cur-

rents in all will undergo circular variation in locus. The vector

sum of all the currents in the unvaried branches can be obtained

by replacing their several fixed admittances by a single joint admit-

tance, and determining, from electrical considerations, the vector

circular locus established in this joint admittance by the circular

variation of impedance in the outstanding branch.

Voltage Distribution Along a Series of High-Resistance

Coils at 2010^—'.

A series of high-resistance coils, such as a megohmbox, divided

into a number of sections, develops an interesting electrical condi-

tion, when used with alternating currents, which does not obtrude

itself upon the attention of the observer when such resistances are

used in continuous-current tests. This condition is a superposed

alternating-current distribution in the coils, due to their distributed

capacitance and the relatively high a.-c. potentials which are im-

pressed upon their terminals. In the continuous-current case, the

capacitances and applied potentials are present, but the charges are

fixed, and these do not interfere with the testing current. The a.-c.

phenomenon has been noticed and studied, but does not appear to

have been presented in the light of potentiometer measurements.
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The connections for the test are indicated in Fig. n. The high-

resistance box AB of 100,000 ohms, is divided into 10 coils of 10,000

ohms each. The end B is grounded, and also connected to the re-

sistance tap of the potentiometer. The exploring tap, passing

JZOV

-J/00
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very distinctly greater. Consequently, when using this subdivided

resistance as a volt box, the B coils give too small, and the A coils

too large a result.

It may be observed that it is impossible completely to avoid the

introduction of these virtual shunting and leak condensers, in the

construction of high-resistance boxes for a.-c. tests. If these vir-

Fig. II. Exploration, by means of the potentiometer P, of the voltage drop

along a high-resistance box AB, of 100,000 ohms.

tual condensers are dissymmetrical, and vary from coil to coil, it

becomes very difficult to make a proper correction for the error due

to charging currents. If, however, care is taken to preserve sym-

metry of structure throughout the resistance box, so that the distri-

butions of virtual capacitance remain uniform from coil to coil, the

correction may be readily computed, at any impressed frequency, by

hyperbolic functions, according to the well-known theory of arti-

ficial lines, from a single set of observations for determining the line

constants. A knowledge of the error will thus virtually eliminate

the error. Suitably supported and connected metallic ground shields,

surrounding each resistance coil, would serve to distribute the leak

capacitance uniformly. High-resistance section boxes should, there-

fore, be designed so as to subtend small hyperbolic angles per sec-

tion; but whatever the section angle is, it should be regular

throughout.
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Receiving-End Impedance of a Cable with a Variable-

Inductance Load.

The a.-c. potentiometer lends itself advantageously to the experi-

mental study of a.-c. artificial lines in the laboratory. An example

of such an application appears in Fig. 12. The plan of connections

shows an artificial telephone cable ten miles (16.1 km.) in length, in

/-sections of two miles each, or less. The lumpiness correction for

this cable, at 12.00^, was found to be negligible. The constants of

the cable are r" = 88 ohms per loop mile (54.7 ohms per loop km.)

and c" = o.o6 microfarad per loop mile (0.0373 //i. per loop km.).

The total conductor resistance was thus 880 ohms, and the total

distributed loop capacitance 0.6 microfarad.

Fig. 12. Vector current circular locus at receving end of an artificial

telephone cable with variable inductance load, under constant impressed

e.m.f. at sending end and at a steady frequency of 1,208 cycles per second.

At the sending end A of the artificial cable, a pliotron oscillator

impressed a steady e.m.f., reduced to 1.0 volt at reference phase

and of frequency 1208'—'. At the receiving end B' , an adjustable
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inductance L, of negligible resistance, was used as a receiving-end

load. The received current was measured by observing the p.d.

across the last resistance section pp' of the artificial line.

With the inductance L reduced to zero, the receiving-end cur-

rent was observed to be the vector OD=1.03 X io -3
\ 37 mil-

liampere. The formula for I B is

Is-
1.0 Z o

c

amperes Z (17)
zo sinh 6 -f- j'Lco cosh 6

where z is the surge impedance of 439 \ 43 °. 6 ohms,

6 is the angle subtended by the line 2.0 Z 44° -3 hyps Z ,

w is the impressed angular velocity = 2-n- X 1208 = 7590 ra-

dians/sec.

With L = o, I B becomes 1.035 X io -3
*\ 37°. 4 ampere.

By giving to /La> successively increasing values up to 72640 ohms,

the observed received current strength was found to pursue the cir-

cular locus DPO. This circle has its diameter at OP, when the

value of the reactance is 352 ohms. At this condition, the received

current strength was a maximum at 1.4 X io -3
"\ 8o° ampere.

The sector of the circle in Fig. 12 between O and D might have

Fig. 13. Rectilinear graph of receiving-end impedance for case pre-

sented in Fig. 12, as the load of receiving-end inductance is varied, without

changing the resistance from zero value.
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been covered, if a condenser had been substituted for the inductance

load.

Fig 13 shows why a circular current graph might be expected in

this case at the receiving end. The denominator in- formula (17)

contains the vector sum of a fixed impedence z sinh 6 and the vari-

able impedance /Leo cosh 8. In this term w and cosh 6 are constant,

so that L is the only variable. The vector OA, Fig. 13, represents

z sinh 6. AC is the vector ;La> cosh 8, for L corresponding to Lm/R
= 0.4. The vector sum z sinh 6 -f- jLw cosh 6 is then OC. To suc-

cessive values of L, from L = o to L = 0.175 henry, correspond suc-

cessive distances from A, along the straight line AB. The vector

locus of the sum appearing in the denominator of (17), is therefore

a straight line. The reciprocal of this vector sum must conse-

quently follow a circular locus, and corresponds to the circular locus

of Fig. 12. OP is the perpendicular from the origin to the line AB.

The point P thus marks a minimum receiving-end impedance, and

a maximum received current. This corresponds to a certain type

of resonance.

JUi
H.«.fAt*t ujt-j'c-u

/o

Fig. 14. Resonance curve of received current strength squared against the

ratio of receiving end reactance to total resistance.
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If we plot the square of the received current strength of Fig. 12,

as scalar ordinates, to L<a/R as abscissas, we obtain the resonance

curve of Fig. 14. It follows from the linear relations of Lm/R

along the straight line AB, in Fig. 13, that the ordinates of the reso-

nance curve in Fig. 14 will lie symmetrically at equally spaced ab-

scissas on each side of the maximum. If a condenser had been used

as a receiving-end load beyond the point L = o, the part of the reso-

nance curve, Fig. 14, on the left-hand of the origin, might have been

covered.

Prevalence of Circular Vector Loci.

It may be noted that in the cases of Figs. 2, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 12, cir-

cular graphs of vector potential loci have presented themselves, and

many measurements in the laboratory, at constant frequency, lead

to such circular graphs.

If we consider any fixed network of conductors, we may assume

that all joints are electrically good, all leaks are steady, and all iron

cores removed from the inductances; or, in other words, assume

that each and all of the elements of the network obey Ohm's law.

Let us select arbitrarily any pair of terminals A B in the net-

work, at which a constant simple alternating e.m.f. is applied, in the

steady state, at a fixed frequency, and also select any other pair of

terminals CD in the network, at which the effects of the applied

e.m.f. are to be looked for. It will be shown, in the Appendix, that

if we introduce, between C and D, an impedance which varies along

a circular locus in the impedance plane, a straight line variation being

included as a particular case, then both the current and voltage will

be caused to vary along a circular locus at CD. Moreover, the cur-

rent and sending-end impedance at the terminals A B will be caused

to vary along a circular locus. Again, if a circularly varied impe-

dance is inserted between the impressed e.m.f. and the AB termi-

nals, the voltage and current at those terminals will be caused to

vary circularly, and also the voltage and current at CD. A further

development of this remarkable phenomenon will be found in the

Appendix. It means that a conducting network has a wonderful

propensity for reproducing impressed circular variations. A net-

work of n elements, in one of which a circular variation of impe-
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dance or admittance is impressed, will give rise to n-i new circular

variations of current ; i.e., one in each of the other elements, assum-

ing all impressed e.m.f.'s simultaneously acting on the system re-

main constant. The circular variations in terminal p.d.'s through-

out the system will be of the order n 2
, neglecting intermediate po-

tentials between terminals.

APPENDIX.

Circular Variation in Networks of Conductors.

It is proposed to establish the following main proposition

:

In any network of conductors, all the elements of which obey

generalized Ohm's law, subjected in the steady state to any fre-

quency of constant e.m.f. (including zero frequency as the

limiting continuous-current case), circular variation of the im-

pedance of any element will produce a corresponding circular

variation in the current in every element of the network.

Moreover, the p.d. between any two points of the network will

be caused to vary circularly. The sending-end impedance or

admittance between any two points on the network will be like-

wise caused to vary circularly. By " circular variation " is

meant variation over a planevector circular locus, including the

straight-line locus as a limiting case.

The prevalence of circular loci in relation to alternating-current

circuits has been recognized in the literature of the subject, 5 which

contains various scattered theorems bearing upon special cases. A
few of these theorems may advantageously be collated here in pre-

senting the demonstration of the main proposition.

It was shown by Clerk Maxwell 6 that if, in any continuous-

current network, two terminals, say A and B, are selected as sending-

end terminals, and two other terminals, say C and D, are selected as

receiving-end terminals, a current / applied to the network at A B
would produce the same p.d., at CD

}
as would be produced at A B,

if the same current / were applied at CD. This theorem may be

6 Bibliography, s, 6, 7, ya, io.

6 Bibliography, 3 ; also 4, 8.
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given an interesting interpretation in terms of the equivalent T of

the network, with regard to terminals A B, CD. By generalization

from several well-known examples of equivalent T-s, LaCour 7 dem-

onstrated that any a.-c. or d.-c. network can be replaced by a certain

equivalent T, in general dissymmetrical, so that this T, insofar as

regards conditions at A, B, C, D will be the exact equivalent of the

actual network.
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order to simplify the computation. With respect to the pairs of

terminals AB and CD, this network reduces to the A' B' CD' con-

nection of six elements. By any of the known processes, this may

be reduced to the equivalent T of Fig. 15b, in which the staff resist-

ance is 40.00025 ohms. It is evident that 1 ampere applied to this

T at the A B terminals, will produce 40.00025 volts at CD, and that

reciprocally 1 ampere applied to this T at the CD terminals will

also produce 40.00025 volts at B A. The "mutual impedance" 8 of

the network between the pairs of terminals B A and CD is thus

40.00025 ohms.

Maxwell also showed 9 that if continuous e.m.f. were applied at

A B, and a current thereby produced through the terminals CDwhen

short-circuited, the same e.m.f. applied at CD would produce the

same current through the terminals A B short-circuited. A similar

theorem had been enunciated already by Kirchhoff. 10

This proposition may, in a similar way, be given an interpreta-

tion in terms of the equivalent II of the network. In Fig. 15c, b c ad
is the equivalent II with respect to the terminals AB, CD. It is

evident that an e.m.f. of 1 volt applied at ba would produce a cur-

rent of 0.4379562 milliampere at cd, and that reciprocally, 1 volt

at c d would produce the same current at ab shorted. In other

words, the mutual admittance of the network with respect to the

two selected pairs of terminals is the architrave admittance of the

equivalent II. Moreover, the equivalent II of mutual admittance

is the conjugate system of the equivalent T of " mutual impedance,"

and may be directly computed therefrom. Consequently, if the

" mutual impedance " T of a network, with respect to two pairs of

terminals, has been ascertained, the mutual admittance II of the

same network and terminals can be deduced by U-T substitution

and without further experimental investigation. 11

In Fig. 16, a relatively simple alternating-current plane network

example is worked out. The impedance of each element of the

nine-element network is marked thereon. The selected terminals

are AB and CD. The equivalent T is shown in Fig. 16b, and the

8 Bibliography 12.

9 Bibliography 3, 4, 8.

10 Bibliography 1, p. 32.

11 Bibliography 6a.
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equivalent n in Fig. 16c. The " mutual impedance " of the network

for these pairs of terminals is 1048605 Z 95 °.oo'. 47" ohms, and the

mutual admittance 0.936265 X io
_3

Z34°.59'.3i" mho.

^ tl
13-rofoL77'o'i2'<>Am°l3"f-1S!>}XZZ'-<~Cl'r"e/,*j

"•^«Xf0"
J

C77-0'J2'.HA<,

a
M

7- M'JijLH • *i'- '>" "»v/w

rA~n "CC

Fig. 16. Alternating-current network with its equivalent T and n.

In any actual network, it is theoretically easy to determine the

elements of the equivalent T experimentally. It suffices to measure

ECD and I AB in order to determine RT . A measurement of the

sending-end impedances at each pair of terminals in turn, will then

serve to evaluate r x and r 2 . Similar treatment applies to the experi-

mental determination of the II, if this is preferred.
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In the equivalent T's of Figs. 15 and 16, all of the series im-

pedance appears in the upper arms, and none in the lower arms.

All of the impedance might, however, be transferred to the lower

arms, without altering the equivalence of the circuit. Moreover,

any desired share of impedance might be transferred from the

upper to the lower arms, according to the rules of T and / equiva-

lent circuits. 12 Similarly, the architrave impedance of the n's of

Figs. 15 and 16 may be either wholly or partly transferred to the

lower line.

In any dissymmetrical T and its conjugate n, we have the re-

lation ,

Pi -^1 £2——=- « — numeric Z (18)
P2 ^2 gl

In the case of Fig. 15, this ratio is 1.2857. I n the case of Fig. 16,

it is 0.53348 Z 99°. 46'47". This also means that in any a.-c. case,

the difference in the slopes of p 1 and p 2 will be the same as the dif-

ference in the slopes of Rx and R2 , or

Pi —P2 = Ri —-#2 = I2 —Ii degrees (19)

this difference being 99°46'.47".

Again in any dissymmetrical T and its conjugate or equivalent

n, the geometrical mean of the two T-arm impedances, times the

architrave admittance equals the geometric mean of the two Il-leak

admittance times the T-staff impedance, or

v^PiPi = Rr^gi-gz numeric Z (20)

In the case of Fig. 15, this product is o. 11 587. In that of Fig. 16,

it is 0.094224 Z 62 °. 6' .40". From this relation it also follows that

Rj + £1 = v + P2 degrees (21)

In the case of Fig. 16, this quantity is I2°.i3'.i6".

Returning now to the main proposition, if an alternating-current

network is connected, at the receiving-end terminals D C, to a circu-

larly varied impedance load, the impedance of the circuit ODCO',

12 Bibliography n and no.
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Fig. 16b will also have circular variation, and the admittance of this

branch, including this load, must also vary circularly by the geome-

try of inversion. 13
If, then, we add the constant admittance of the

staff leak g T , Fig. 16b, it follows that the total admittance on the

right-hand side of 00' will have circular variation, under circular

variation of the load at B C. Taking the reciprocal of this circular

admittance, the impedance of the system on the right-hand side of

00' will also have circular variation. Adding to this the constant

impedance A O, the total sending-end impedance at terminals A B
must have circular variation, as likewise the sending-end admittance.

Consequently, a circular variation of load at D C must produce

a circular variation of current at A B under constant impressed

e.m.f., or a circular variation of voltage at A B under constant im-

pressed current.

Again, referring to Fig. i6c, if the constant e.m.f. impressed at

ab is E, and an admittance load y, which varies circularly, is applied

at terminals dc, then the admittance at ab, excluding the constant

leak ab is the circularly varying admittance

:

Y = mhos Z (22)

Hence the entering current in the architrave ad will be

T Z7 T7
£ (g2 + J) . , .

I == EY = —;—7
;—

r

amperes Z (23)
1 + p(& + y)

Of this current, the fraction y/(g 2 -\-y) will pass through the load

and the current i in this load will therefore be

E-y . .

1 = —j

—

}
:—

:

amperes Z (24)
1 + p(g2 + y)

The ratio E/i is the receiving-end impedance of the loaded system

and is

Z= P + —

^

ohms Z (25)
y

13 Bibliography 2.
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In this expression, if y varies circularly, so does its reciprocal, and

therefore so does Z. Consequently, if the sending-end impressed

voltage is held constant, and y is varied circularly, the current deliv-

ered to the load at the receiving-end will undergo a circular varia-

tion. From similar considerations, it may be seen that if the sending-

end impressed current is held constant, the voltage at receiving

terminals will also undergo circular variation, when y is varied

circularly.

We have hitherto considered the effect of a circularly varied

load at the receiving terminals CD, in producing circular variations

of impedance, voltage, and current, both at those terminals and at

the sending terminals A B. Wemay now consider, in like manner,

the effect of circularly varied impedance, voltage and current at the

sending end.

Referring to Fig. 16b, let the receiving terminals DC be con-

nected through a fixed impedance load a ohms Z , such that

Pi + c = 22 = — ohms Z .

Then the total admittance at will be g r -{- y 2 mhos /_ The total

impedance at the terminals A B is then p x -f- [i/(g
T + y 2 ) ] ohms Z .

Let an e.m.f. of fixed frequency and constant vector value E be

applied at the terminals A B, through an impedance z
x

ohms Z

,

which impedance is varied circularly. Then the total impedance'Z A

of the circuit at the sending-end is

Za = zi + pi H :

—

ohms Z (26)
gr + y%

Since z
x

is supposed to be the only variable, the circular variation

of z x causes circular variation in Z A ; so that the current entering

the network at A B is circularly varied under constant e.m.f. E
;

or, if the entering current should be maintained constant, the im-

pressed voltage E must be varied circularly to correspond.

The entering current at A B being

E
,

E(g T + y 2 )
1 A = ^r = ; : T7 : r~.

— amperes Z (27)ZA (si + Pi)(g T + y 2)+i '
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The current h passing through the constant load a at CD is

I c = Ia • —
,

—= 7—; rr —i

T~i

—

amperes Z (28)
yt+gr (2l + P2)(gr+3'2) + I

V
'

The denominator in this expression is a vector which undergoes cir-

cular variation, when z x
is varied circularly, and since Ey

2 is con-

stant, Ic must also vary circularly. This means that the receiving-

end impedance of the network at CD, with respect to constant e.m.f.

at AB, undergoes circular variation as z x is varied circularly.

If constant current and not constant e.m.f. is impressed at AB,

through a circularly varied impedance glt a similar, expression for

receiving-end current and voltage at CD is obtained.

Finally, if with z x and a constant, the impressed e.m.f. and cur-

rent are varied circularly at AB, it is manifest that the p.d. and the

current in each and every element of the network, including the

load at CD, will be varied circularly and in the same simple propor-

tion. In this case, the circular variations reproduced are all of the

same type throughout the network, whereas in the preceding cases

discussed, the circular variations produced are, in general, different

in the different elements.

We have hitherto considered only the pairs of terminals A B
and CD. Since, however, these are chosen arbitrarily in the net-

work, the above propositions must apply between any pairs of termi-

nals ; so that if the impedance load at any pair of receiving termi-

nals is varied circularly, the impedance of the system, including the

load, will be caused to vary circularly at any other pair of terminals.

Moreover, if either the current or the voltage impressed at any pair

of terminals is varied circularly, the potential and current at any

other pair of terminals will be caused to vary circularly. The case

of constancy, or zero variation, must be included as belonging to a

circular locus of zero radius. Zero variations will occur if the termi-

nals AB are "conjugate" to the terminals CD. 14

Finally, the current in any element of the network must vary

circularly when a constant e.m.f. is impressed at any pair of termi-

nals and any other element has its admittance, or impedance, circu-

larly varied. This is seen from an examination of Kirchhoff's or

14 Bibliography 1 and 3.
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amperes Z (29)
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Maxwell's demonstration, 1 ' when the reasoning is extended to com-

plex quantities. It may be seen that in the symbols here employed,

A +By
C + Dy

where i rs is the current in the element rs, when the e.m.f. Em is

inserted in the element pq, and 3; is the admittance of any third ele-

ment uv, which is subject to circular variation ; while A, B, C, and D
are system constants, independent of y. It is well known, from the

theory of functions of a complex variable, that the linear transfor-

mation represented by (29) gives rise to a circular locus, if y varies

along a circle.

It may be noted that by reason of the known principle of vector

superposition of currents in a network, the multiplication of circular

loci extends to cases where a plurality of e.m.f. 's coexist. The

proposition may also be extended to include mutual inductances.

Strictly speaking, iron-cored inductances are excluded, however,

owing to the imperfect application of Ohm's law to them, under

varying permeability and magnetic skin effect.

If the impressed alternating e.m.f. or e.m.f. 's are impure, so that

harmonics are present, any rectilinear variation in the impedance or

admittance of any element in the network will also be rectilinear for

any harmonic frequency, and so will give rise to circular variations

in the harmonic voltages and currents throughout the network as

well as in the fundamental. In other words, the multiplication of

circular variations in a network, due to rectilinear variation in the

impedance or admittance of one element, applies not only to the

fundamental frequency, but also to any superposed frequencies.

Summary.

1. Experimental results obtained with a new type of a.-c. poten-

tiometer are discussed.

2. The circular graphs of current and admittance are analyzed,

for the case of a simple RLC circuit, at the successive constant fre-

quencies of 500, 1,000 and 2,010 cycles per second, when either R
or C is varied alone.

15 Bibliography 1, p. 25 and 3, Vol. 1, Section 2820.
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3. The circular graphs of current, admittance, voltage and im-

pedance are analyzed for the case of a divided circuit, operated at

constant e.m.f. and frequency. The problem of composition and

resolution of component and main circular graphs is discussed in

the light of the experimental results.

4. The distribution of potential over a sectional high-resistance

box is explored, at an impressed frequency of 2,010 cycles per

second.

5. The circular graph of receiving-end current is given for the

case of an artificial telephone cable operated at constant voltage,

and at the frequency of 1,208 cycles per second, when the receiver

has variable purely reactive impedance.

6. Certain general propositions are offered concerning the devel-

opment of vector circular loci in the voltage, current, impedance and

admittance of an alternating current network in any steady state.

These propositions are shown to be connected with the equivalent T
or n of the network, with respect to any two pairs of selected

terminals.
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